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I've traveled to 11 countries (so far!). I've done it stupidly 
expensive and have also traveled for dirt cheap.  Here are my 
personal tips on how to save the most dinero while seeing this 
beautiful planet we live on. 

Annapurna Base Camp in Nepal
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Google exchange rates & common expenses (cost to eat out, local 
transportation, and lodging) to begin planning your next trip abroad. Pick 
ones that fit your budget. 

Nepal was by far the one place I've gone to where I got the most bang for 
my buck. Here's the exchange rates for the countries I've recently visited 
(as of June 2017): 
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Tip 1
Select a country where your money will go the furthest. 

Brows on point for 2 dollars in Pokhara Nepal

In Mexico $1 USD = 19 Pesos  
In Thailand $1 USD = 34.84 Thai Bhat  
In India $1 USD = 65.48 Indian Rupee 
In Nepal $1 USD = 104.78 Nepali Rupee
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It pays to have a flexible time frame for travel. That 
way ScottsCheapFlights.com mailing list will be the best option for you. 
You'll get alerts for stupid cheap errors for air fares around the world 
with random date ranges. 
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Tip 2
Find cheap flights. 

Cheapest flight I have ever taken Baños, Ecuador

If you have more of a set schedule you'll need to do some grunt work. 
First go to google.com/flights and search for the date range you're 
looking to travel. Google flights provides a calendar which shares the 
cheapest dates throughout the month. Find the day and flight that's 

I also check Southwest.com, especially for flights within the US or to 
Mexico. It tends to be the best deal for national travel if your dates are 
slightly flexible. Generally low ticket costs and two checked bags free, 
and no "surprise" fees. 

cheapest and best for you, then go to Skyscanner.com and plug in the 
dates you found cheapest on Google. Most the time I find the same flight 
from Google even cheaper on Skyscanner.  

https://scottscheapflights.com/?id=314
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I've found they're cheaper than hotels and provide a more authentic 
experience. Save $40 off your first Airbnb stay by using this link. Also 
look into WWOOF where you can potentially get accommodations and 
food for free in exchange for farm work.  
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Tip 3
Be open to staying in hostels and Airbnbs. 

Preparing dinner at the Santa Cruz Backpackers Hostel in Ecuador

http://abnb.me/EVmg/meJSkNYNED
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Eating another cultures food is so important, but dining out at each meal
can become expensive and make you gain weight. Plus a lot of countries 
still use MSG in food production. In countries, like Nepal, a serving of 
healthy curry may be $2.00 USD, but in Ecuador where it's more 
expensive, we saved cash by making our own food. Save cash by finding a 
hostel or Airbnb with a kitchen, go out to local markets, buy your own 
fresh produce and cook your own healthy, cheap meals. 
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Tip 4
Prepare your own food. 

Pretty sure I found heaven while in Ecuador
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One of the best ways to afford traveling is to have a career or side 
income that pays you even while you're away. I worked very hard to build 
a successful business through network marketing that has brought me a 
full time residual income to explore the world. I now have multiple 
revenue streams that allow me the freedom over my time and schedule 
to travel when I please.  
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Tip 5
Make money while you travel. 

Putting in some work while in Miami
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I am proactive leading up to our trips. I save cash by not doing my nails, 
coloring my hair, and especially by not eating out. I also don't have a 
cable bill and live a minimalist lifestyle which saves me a lot of money for 
travel. Find ways to trim the fat from your spending.  
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Tip 6
Make it a priority. 

Getting my hair did by a lady boy for $8 in Chiang Mai, Thailand.
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If you need dental work, or have any other foreseeable major medical 
expenses, often you can find cheaper, better health care overseas that 
rivals what we offer in the states. Despite popular belief, there are very 
good doctors and facilities around the world. While in India I had a dental 
scare. I had a consultation with a Dentist, and had X-rays. All it cost me 
was $2.55 USD! Many natural alternatives are cheap abroad as well, like 
colon hydrotherapy, acupuncture, massage, and Ayurvedic medicine.  
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Tip 7
Embrace healthcare abroad. 

Visiting with an Ayurvedic Doctor in Goa India
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Believe it or not, but traveling can actually be cheaper than the life you 
live in the US. For about what it costs to live in the US for a month, it 
was CHEAPER to spend two months in India and Nepal.  

Get this- we were living in a beach ocean view cabana for $15/day in Goa, 
India. We could have lived there for a month for $450 USD which is about 
3x CHEAPER than my rent was while living in Florida.  
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Enjoying the view on the balcony of our dirt cheap oceanfront bungalow in Goa

Be sure to follow my blog to see 
more details on how to travel 
on a budget!
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